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Readers can travel to the undersea world of Nemo with this fun sticker book that contains more than

60 full-color stickers. Consumable.
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My daughter loves Pooh Bear and stickers! So this was a perfect combination for her. The book has

places throughout where you have to match the sticker to it's shape. It was fun to help her find the

stickers that went in the proper places. The stickers are removeable, but once we put them in the

book we never took them out. She liked it, but it wasn't something she could continue to play with.

Once it was done, then that was it. She still looks at it though.

My 2.5 year old is really into puzzles and this sticker book pretty much fit the ticket. He pointed to

the sticker he wanted, I helped him start the peeling process, he peeled it off, then i pointed to the

spot each sticker needed to go, and he would stick the stickers to the spot. While he stuck them

down, I was able to read the little excerpts alongside each sticker from the Winnie the Pooh books

and teach him about the characters and objects. Very educational and fun activity to do with your

child especially if you have an unruly toddler on your hands and need a breather. I couldn't believe

that he was able to do so well with the book considering his age. Also, compared to other thin style

sticker books i have seen it really has a lot more stickers which made the entertainment last longer



than usual.

My 2 year old loves his Cars Ultimate sticker book, which has fun activities (i.e. matching) and

scenes he can put the stickers on. I bought a few other Disney sticker books, thinking they'd be

similar. This one is not. It is simply a book of stickers. The only activity is to match the sticker to its

shape on another page. Though the stickers are nice, it's just rather boring. I was expecting a lot

more for the price.

I liked the book. My son loves the book and still carries it around after a month. The stickers peel off

so you can finish the book and still stick them every where. My only complaint is that you really have

to pay attention to where the stickers go. they are not labeled very well. but they are restickable (I

think thats a word). Its a good book.

Wonderful pictures with all the beloved Pooh characters. Nice stickers, can be used in the book or

to decorate a room.Highly recommend!

I guess at $6.99 I wouldn't call it a rip-off, but it was a rip-off. There are only three'ish pages to put

stickers on (depending on how you count them. 5 if you want to count a double page as 2.) The

stickers are not sorted or marked to pages, so you have to take all the stickers out and look at all

the pages as a universal group to try to do a single match. Fine for older kids, not for younger kids.

But younger kids are the target audience of something like a sticker book, no? So absolutely no

thought put into the book whatsoever.Not worth more than a buck or two. Not particularly reusable.

At its best, doesn't occupy longer than 20 minutes, and, as I said, since the pages and stickers

aren't correlated together, you'll have to supervise the entire project for the little ones, so it doesn't

work as a project to keep little hands happy and busy while you do something else.

I bought six of these for my granddaughter's fourth birthday party. She had a "Winnie the Pooh"

theme so these were the perfect take-home gift for her and the guests. I asked her mom for

thoughts to write a review, and she said, "Why don't you ask her?" I did that yesterday when they

came for a visit, and she said that she really liked the book. I asked why and with four-year-old

reasoning she said because she likes stickers. She added that the reason she wanted a

Winnie-the-Pooh party was because that is her favorite movie. All the girls were very excited to

receive tham which is the best recommendation I can give.



I bought this w/ the 4 for 3 promotion which was a great deal!!!! I really like this sticker book. We

went through a sticker phase & this was perfect. It also takes a while to do so that is nice. You will

have to do this w/ your little one, but that is the best part. I'm always looking for activities to actually

do w/ the toddlers & this wonderful. You have to match the sticker w/ the correct spot in the book

which is actually pretty challenging, but fun. If you have older children they will be able to do on their

own & is a great educational activity. For the younger one's, it is a wonderful activity to do together

:-) I was very impressed w/ the quality of this book & thankful it was offered as part of the 4 for 3

promotion. Highly recommend.
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